
Frequently Asked Questions(FAQs) GUIDOL 1. Who is eligible to pursue  UG and  PG Programme and Diploma and  at GUIDOL? Ans- a) For UG Programme & CCA- Candidates who have passed out 10+2 from AHSEC/CBSE or any other recognized boards.                      b) For PG & Diploma-  i) M.A/MCJ & P.G Diploma  Programmes- Graduates from any recognized Indian or Foreign Univesity in any discipline irrespective of subject(s) pursued or percentage of marks obtained.  ii)  M.Com Programme-  Candidates having  B.Com or BBA from    recognized University. iii) M.Sc in Mathematics & Economics: B.Sc from any recognized   Indian or Foreign University, irrespective of subject(s) pursued or percentage of marks obtained.  iv) M.Sc-IT: B.Sc/BCA/Graduate in Engineering, Technology or equivalent degree from recognized Indian or Foreign University.  2. When can a candidate  take admission in any programme in GUIDOL?  Ans- The admission process for new academic session is generally held from August to September or as notified by the  UGC. 3. Are all Programmes of GUIDOL approved by the UGC? Ans- Yes, all the PG Progammes offered by GUIDOL are approved by the UGC. 4. Whether the Degrees offered by the GUIDOL is equivalent to the degree offered in regular mode? Ans- Yes, all the degree offered by GUIDOL  are equivalent to those offered in the regular mode. Please visit  www.ugc.ac.in/deb for further clarification. 5. Whether I shall be eligible for State and Central government as well as PSU Jobs after completing a programme here? Ans: Yes, you will be eligible for government and PSU jobs after securing a degree at GUIDOL.  6. Can I appear for NET/SLET and M.Phil /PhD Programme after completing my PG Programme at GUIDOL? Ans: Yes, you will be  eligible to appear for NET/SLET. You will also be eligible to appear  M.Phil/PhD entrance test conducted by various Universities, provided you obtain minimum norms for appearing such exam/entrance.  7. Can I avail the facility of attending counseling classes after having enrolled in a programme at GUIDOL? 



Ans: Yes, you can attend counseling classes after having enrolled in a Programme at GUIDOL. All the information regarding the commencement and the schedule of the counseling class will be published in our website. 8. Is it mandatory for attending such Counseling classes? Ans:  No, it is not mandatory to attend such counseling class.  9. Can I contact the respective faculty member(s) of GUIDOL for individual academic counseling? Ans: Yes, you can contact and personally consult with the respective faculty member at GUIDOL during the office hours of the working days for discussing academic matters and any other related  issues. 10. Shall I be provided with Self-Learning Materials(SLM) for self-study after admission? Ans: Yes, you will be provided with SLMs for self-study after admission. 11. Does the institution have separate Library facility exclusively for the distance learners? Ans: Yes, GUIDOL has a separate library with books, journals, newspapers etc and internet connectivity exclusively for the learners of the institution.     Sd/- Director, (i/c) GUIDOL   


